
 
 

CCCCIO Executive Board Meeting  
Minutes 

  
SEPTEMBER 9, 2015 

     
     APPROVED 
 

 
CONFERENCE ROOM B, 

5TH FLOOR, CCCCO SACRAMENTO 

FACILITATOR Irene Malmgren 

NOTE TAKER Mary Turner 

TIMEKEEPER Claire Biancalana 

ATTENDEES 
 

Gregory Anderson (4), Lori Bennett (Treas – by phone), Claire Biancalana (Exec Secy), Jerry 
Buckley (6), Meghan Chen (CCL), Karen Daar (7 – by phone), Jackie Escajeda (CCCCO), Kelly 
Fowler (5 – by phone), John Freitas (ASCCC), Virginia Guleff (1), Craig Justice (Past President), 
Irene Malmgren (President), Meridith Randall, Kathleen Rose (President Elect), Jeff Spano 
(CCCCO), Julius Sokenu (CCCAOE), Leta Stagnaro (3), Dan Troy (CCCCO), Mary Turner (2-
Secretary), Van Ton-Quinlivan (CCCCO), Graciela Vasquez (ACCE) Katrina Vander Woude (10), 
Pam Walker (CCCCO), LeBaron Woodyard (CCCCO)  
 
Absent:  JoAnna Schilling (8); Bryan Reece (9) 

 

 
Welcome, Introductions, & Review of Agenda 

 
 

IRENE MALMGREN 

DISCUSSION Meeting was called to order by Irene Malmgren at 10:00 am. Introductions were made.  

   
 
Review & Approval of July 14-15, 2015 Minutes 
Review Action Items 

 
 

IRENE MALMGREN 

DISCUSSION M/S/C - Minutes were approved as amended. 

 
Treasurer’s Report 

 
 
 

LORI BENNETT 

DISCUSSION 

The report was reviewed; although projected revenue was approximately $87,000 for both conferences, the 
revenue was over $100,000. Expenditures for spring were over projections, but the overage was offset by 
increases in revenue and sponsorships. 
 
M/S/C – Treasurer’s Report was approved as distributed. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

 
 
ASCCC Report/SACC Report/PACAH Update 

 
 

JOHN FREITAS 
KATHLEEN ROSE 

DISCUSSION 

ASCCC 
• Written report was distributed prior to the meeting. 
• Next Executive Board meeting at Sacramento City College September 11-12. There will be an open 

forum to discuss Accreditation Task Force Report. 
• Instructional Design and Innovation Institute will be held January 21-23 in Riverside. There will be a 

call for proposals coming out soon. 
• There will be 4 regional CTE Town Hall meetings in October to obtain feedback on the Task Force 

Recommendations. 
• Descriptor meetings will be held in October and they will be moving forward on CTE descriptors 
• There are two Regional Curriculum meetings in November. Registration is open and a new 

cancellation fee is being implemented. 
• A Curriculum Workshop is planned for Curriculum Specialists, new chairs, and CIO’s for the CCCCIO 

Conference. 
 



 
SACC and PCAH Update 
• SACC has met once with Kathleen and Eric Shearer co-chairing. The next meeting is September 18 

and will include discussion on TMC templates and double-counting in GE, TOP Codes, CIP codes, C-ID 
approval for CTE and TMCs, local degrees, and low unit certificates. The afternoon will be spent on 
the PCAH workgroup. There will be discussion on credit-hour formulas and unit calculations, stand-
alone courses, and non-credit. CIO’s include Kathleen, Anna Davies, Stephanie Droker, and Terry 
Giugni. Kathleen will work with Claire to link minutes to CIO website. There will be a workshop on the 
PCAH on Friday morning at the CCCCIO Conference. It is anticipated the revision will be available at 
the Curriculum Institute in 2016 with a preliminary draft potentially available at the end of this year. 
We may want to consider a rollout for CIO’s regionally in the summer. 

 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

 

 
Chancellor’s Office Report 

 
 

STAFF 

DISCUSSION 

Budget & Finance – Dan Troy 
• Budget -- System budget request will go to Consultation Council tomorrow prior to going to the BOG. 

Budget Workgroup developed request of $960M for 16-17 after finishing a banner year in 15-16 of 
$870M in ongoing funds. Seeking more growth funds because trend has been in an upward direction 
for the last couple of years. The requests include $250M request for general operating expenses as 
recognition of foregone COLAs and increasing expenses associated with PERS/STRS; $80M for full-
time faculty; $20M increase to Basic Skills program; and $200M ongoing for CTE to support Strong 
Work Force Task Force. Anticipate the final outcome will be approximately $500M in ongoing as well 
as more one-time budget due to the existing revenues. The system has modified a report to include 
information on ongoing costs associated with STRS/PERS obligation  

• The Governor does not like to earmark money so the allocation for new faculty in 15-16 was unusual. 
Unfortunately, he received complaints from faculty so his support for additional new faculty money for 
this year is uncertain. The Chancellor does expect colleges to hire new faculty with the budget 
allocations. There are early discussion on possible review and revision of the FON calculation which is 
based on 1988 figures. 

 
Dual Enrollment Toolkit – Debbie Velasquez 
• The contract is currently being finalized. Once completed, Pam will be sending letter to the Advisory 

Board members (Jerry and Meridith) and a meeting will be convened. 
• May 2016 is the target date for release. 
• The Toolkit will provide consistencies for colleges and K-12 districts and include draft MOUs. 
• Colleges are getting pressure to increase growth both internally and externally so early release of 

some of the tools (ex., MOUs) is essential. Many of the CTE grants include dual enrollment. 
• The toolkit will include information from AB 288 if signed. 
 
Governmental Affairs -- Rosa De Anda 
AB288 is currently on the Senate floor and will go back to Assembly for amendments and on to the 
Governor on Friday. Benefits of the partnerships includes priority enrollment; closed classes on HS campus 
during school day while claiming FTES and apportionment, however, the high school cannot collect 
apportionment for the same activity; and students can take up to 15 units/term with specific restrictions. 
There is a 10% cap on the number of special part-time students in the system. The bill includes sanctions 
if the CC district does not comply with all components of the bill. Participation will be optional and colleges 
could continue to maintain existing dual/concurrent enrollment programs.  
 
Academic Affairs – Pam Walker, LaBaron Woodyard, Jackie Escajeda 
 
• Bachelor’s Degree  

In meetings with the CSU, their faculty are continuing to express concern about the degrees. There 
have been meetings held to address the student services issues. A review of Title 5 changes has been 
conducted. Anticipate distributing money to the colleges in November. The curriculum will be 
maintained outside of the CurricuNet process. These are community college baccalaureate degrees 
and it is important to maintain the community college focus on access. 

 
• Prison Education 

B J Snowden from Cosumnes River has been hired to oversee the project. Outside funding may cause 
issues. 

 
• Military Prior Learning 

Legislation mandated that veterans can access prior learning through ACE. Most hours would likely be 
earned in general education. The CCCCO will be writing a document to assist colleges. 

 



 
• Equity & Diversity in Hiring 

Thuy Nugyen has taken the lead and is working closely with Pam and Denise. The CCCCO will be 
hosting 2 equity workshops this year to focus on changing our hiring practices.  
 

• Dean Position 
Pam and Denise will be posting and hiring a deans position to be shared between Academic Affairs 
and Student Services. 
 

• Basic Skills 
There was $60M in May revision for basic skills transformation. Colleges need more than one-time 
money in order to continue to support acceleration. It would be helpful to have models or research to 
guide colleges in their work. Assessment and placement is a challenge. Consider establishing a 
conference to highlight best practices from other cities/states (ex., Baltimore). It was suggested that 
the dollars be distributed based on the California Acceleration Project model. 

  
Associate Degrees for Transfer Update – Erin Larson 
• The most current list was distributed. There are 1,954 degrees are active; 56 colleges met SB 440 

deadline, 28 colleges were 1 away, 19 were 2 away, and 1 or 2 had more than 5. There were 67 more 
degrees approved over last month. Many colleges developed degrees in disciplines they were not 
required to do even when they may not have developed all their mandatory ADTs. There were 1412 
degrees required by 440. 

• The UC’s are using some of ADTs as model, but some of their degrees may require different courses. 
They are discussing using C-IDs. 

 
Curriculum – Stephanie Ricks-Albert, Erin Larson & Rachel Stem 
• Rachel Stamm provided an update on the High Tech Center. Tech Center has developed technical 

specifications on curriculum work flow and a decision has been made to in-source versus out-source 
the technical support (infrastructure, triage and support) back into the CCCCO; need to ensure data 
integrity and data quality match between CCCCO system and local system (DataTel, Banner, 
CurricuNet, etc); will provide update at CCCCIO Conference on the potential conversion date. Local 
contracts should not be changed until the new system has been finalized. 

• Transaction history is now available in the system (date, current status & what was done); hyperlink 
on course side which will show programs associated with the course. This will assist colleges when 
courses are to be deactivated before final action is taken. 

• Data clean up questions can be directed to Erin. 
• CCCCO will use the regions to bring the Curriculum Specialists in for training. The CCCCO staff will 

also be visiting campuses to learn about curriculum work on the campuses. 
• A new document developed by Eric Shearer on units and hours will be vetted with CCCCO staff and 

invited Curriculum Specialists on Monday, 9/14  e4r5lZZZ from 12-2pm. This will be sent out prior to 
the release of PCAH. Kathleen will conference in on the presentation. 

• It will recommended that the CCCCO stop reviewing non-substantial course changes. Currently 522 
non-substantial changes in the queue out of a total of 1241. The field will need to clean up data prior 
to implementation of this process and would continue to do spot checks. It would be anticipated that 
this would also be rolled out for non-sub changes to programs. The Board would support this change. 
 

 
Economic & Workforce Development – Van Ton-Quinlivon 
• The Department of Labor announced the apprenticeship awards with about 6 awarded in California; 

Mission College and LRCCD were leads in consortiums. Twenty colleges signed up for work-based 
apprenticeship credit. 

• Strong Work Force has held 2 town halls with lots of industry reps expressing the need for mid-level 
skilled workers; there were few CC representatives; Chancellor went through each recommendation 
and focused on the need for change and transformation. Several recommendations focus on 
contextualization of learning which may link to basic skills discussions. 

• Inland Empire Consortium has brought key talents together to conduct campus visits; would like to 
expand this format to other areas focused on key messages. 

• Craig has been appointed to statewide advisory committee. Would like to have CIO’s on each of the 
10 committees. 

• Von provided a summary of several activities conducted in the areas of Energy Efficiency, 
Environment, and IT. For example, in IT area, there has been work on Business Information 
Technology Worker Certificate that has been replicated across 40 colleges; now working on IT 
Technician pathway. 

• If college has interest in a program which not an emerging sector, they can contact the statewide SN. 
• Craig was presented with a photo remembrance of his Task Force participation; Craig also signed the 

proclamation for the BOG. 
 

Institutional Effectiveness – Theresa Tena 
• Theresa will provide an update on IEPI for Consultation Council. Information is posted on the agenda. 

Visits were made to 8 institutions in the spring with 20 more in the fall. Trainings are being held for 
team members. 

• A ‘soft launch’ for the Professional Learning Network is coming soon. Paul Steenhausen in overseeing 



 
the effort. 

• There was good attendance at the Enrollment Management Workshops. Theresa is considering 
developing a more advanced training in spring that can be done in conjunction with CCCCIO group. 

• There is interest in developing crosswalk between accreditation standards and IEPI work. 
• The session for the CCCCIO Conference should focus on how IEPI intersects with new standards as 

well as how it intersects with existing plans at a college (ex., Equity, Strategic Plan, etc.). In addition, 
the session should increase awareness of the work that has been completed and the positive impact 
of the team visits.  

• There are additional resources in the budget to continue partnership and increase the number of 
college visits. A community of practice will be established. Statutory language includes many areas of 
focus such as inmate education, basic skills, etc. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

 
CCCAOE Report 

 
 

JULIUS SOKENU 

DISCUSSION No report 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

 
ACCE Report 

 
 

GRACIELA VASQUEZ 

DISCUSSION 

A written report was distributed prior to the meeting. Adult Education block grant funding was released. 
Funding will not be released until the consortia submit documents. AEBG Summit on 9/24-25 in 
Sacramento. NonCredit faculty Minimum Qualifications will stay in Title 5 rather than move to Disciplines 
list. The Spring 2016 conference will be 2/24-26/2016 at InterContinental The Clement Monterey. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

 
CCL Report 

 
 

MEGHAN CHEN 

DISCUSSION 

The three main goals for the organization are to strengthen libraries’ abilities to support SSSP (information 
literacy and information competency), leverage access to information and technology tools (ex., statewide 
integrated library system to increase access and decrease college expenses), and promoting library as 
dynamic spaces for students (ex., statewide design standards). 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   



 
 

CCCCIO ORGANIZATIONAL BUSINESS (CIOS ONLY) 
 
Treasurer’s Report 

 
 

LORI BENNETT 

DISCUSSION 

The report was reviewed; ending balance is $107,938 plus an additional $5,000 that has been submitted 
this week. In the 2015-16 budget, there needs to be a modification to Line N to reflect the increase to 
$7200 in the Newsletter Editor & Assistant cost based on July board action.  
 
M/S/C – Treasurer’s Report was approved as amended. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

 
President’s Report 

 
 

IRENE MALMGREN 

DISCUSSION 

• C-ID Update -- Academic Senate is going to begin CTE C-ID discussion and tentatively will start on 
disciplines where there are the most graduates. Irene will send out identified list of disciplines to 
determine if there are concerns about the list. 

• Von’s area will evaluate a software program, Catema, to handle data for HS to CC pathways projects 
via articulated transcript credit. Kelly will serve as liaison. 

• Student Equity Plan Template – There are concerns about the template and the timeframe for 
submitting the 2015-16 plan as it is difficult to transfer the previous information to the template and 
there is new data required. The deadline for plan submission has been extended to December 18. A 
new memo will be coming out from Pam. CIOs recognize that we need to have CIOs and CSSOs 
working together. 

• We should hold another Exec only meeting in order to plan the Spring conference and review meeting 
schedule for future meetings. There is no Consultation Council in December; meeting in November in 
Burlingame. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Send list of CTE disciplines Irene  

Agendize discussion on additional meeting dates and meeting times in 
October Irene  

 

SN/DSN and CIOs and Strong Workforce Task 
Force Recommendations 

 
 

CRAIG JUSTICE 
 

DISCUSSION 

Most of the recommendations can be easily implemented because they are not within Title 5. It is clear that 
the SN need to learn more about the CIOs.  There is a great need to take Doing What Matters as a 
Strategic Planning motif so the entire system understands the roles of the SN/DSN and the individuals are 
integrated into college planning processes. In many instances, CTE curriculum is being built without 
tracking to a college’s resource plans. The mission for the SN’s is to bridge industry, faculty, and CIO’s in 
the curriculum development process. It would be helpful if the CIOs would develop bullet points on best 
practices for SN to work on college curriculum processes. This could focus for regional conversations. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

 
Fall 2015 Conference – Program Planning  

 
 

KATHLEEN ROSE 
IRENE MALMGREN 

CLAIRE BIANCALANA 

DISCUSSION 

Program  
• Chancellor’s Office to provide “Top 10” List to set up Regional Conversations and then follow up on 

Friday; For example, Sector Navigator and CIOs; CSSO and CIO collaboration. For Von, consider 
highlighting 2-3 sectors at each meeting to inform the CIOs (What is unique and remarkable about 
each sector? What has been done at the colleges as a result of the SN/DSNs? How have they helped 
the colleges put things in place for students?)  

• Topics for the conference were confirmed as presented in the handout with addition of PPL Workshop 
on Wednesday at 9:30am. 

• The new CIO Manual is not ready for roll out; a student presentation would be good for dinner. 
Kathleen and Katrina will work on a fun activity for dinner. 

• Regional meetings will have a script of prompts and a flash drive for notes. Pam, Denise and Von will 
participate by walking around the room and joining discussions. 



 
• Budgeting for success – how are CIO’s planning for spending; supplanting; collaboration between 

CSSO/CIO (San Diego Miramar College – Howard Irvine, Dean of Matriculation and Gerald Ramsey, 
CSSO; Jerry Buckley has joint planning tool). 

• Titles, description and presenters to Kathleen by September 30. 
• Canada College helping with design. 
• AV is handled. 
Sponsors 
• Currently have 5 sponsors and under budget. Consider contacting Canvas, PersonView, Barnes & 

Noble, NetTutor, Civitas 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Sponsor contacts for fall Board Members  

 
 
Spring 2016 Conference 

 
 

KATHLEEN ROSE 
IRENE MALMGREN 

CLAIRE BIANCALANA 

DISCUSSION 
• April 20-22, 2016, Sacramento – ASCCC, CCCAOE, CSSO 
• Trying to align the conference fees for all organizations 
• Brice on Thursday and possible Jerry Brown, 10:45-Noon, on Friday  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

 

 
Accreditation Task Force Report 

 
 
 

MERIDITH RANDALL 

DISCUSSION 

The Task Force members were unanimous in the recommendations that were released and focused on 
what colleges want from their accreditation agency (ex., ability to develop more than one bachelors 
degree) in the future. Pam will be presenting to the CEO’s tomorrow. The report will be presented as an 
information item to the BOG on 9/21.  The CEO’s were invited to a meeting with ACCJC in October. The 
Board expressed their thanks to Meridith and Mary Kay for their work on the task force. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

 
 
OEI 

 
 

MERIDITH RANDALL 
JOHN FREITAS 

DISCUSSION 

• The OEI is progressing nicely. Information about the online tutoring has been released. Transition to 
Canvas has started. OEI Exchange rollout has been pushed back until fall due to questions about 
fees, financial aid, etc. There are also issues around reciprocity and prerequisites and how this would 
work across all the colleges versus the small number of pilot schools. Working on Academic Integrity 
and Online Proctoring vendor(s) by spring. The proctoring should be very beneficial for student 
access. The Readiness Modules were released in July. There will be work on the Online Counseling 
although it is still unclear if this will be able to all colleges. The Course Management Workgroup is 
working on integrating more features into Canvas. 

• An issue is the listing of all exchange courses on all college websites which could potentially impact 
enrollments. 

• The DE community is very aware of the work that is happening with the OEI project. The Online 
Teaching Conference in June had excellent attendance. 

• Moving colleges to Canvas may be an issue for some of the colleges; Kristina Vander Woude held an 
online institute with Pat James; the monetary benefits of the transition may assist in the facilitation 
as well as testimonials from faculty and students who use the LMS. The pricing is guaranteed through 
the life of the existing contract and will eventually have to be renegotiated; with a critical mass of 
adopters, it would seem to make budgetary sense for the system. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

DE Updates and Tech Center Updates Forwarded to CIOs Pam/Claire  

Distribute list of prioritized courses/approved courses to CIO’s Meridith/Claire  



 
 

 
 
Review Action Items from Today 

 
 
 

IRENE MALMGREN 

DISCUSSION •  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

None   

  
Meeting adjourned at 4:07 p.m.  
 
NEXT MEETING – October 28, 2015, 8:30 to 11:45am., The Dana at Mission Bay, San Diego, CA 
 
PARKING LOT – Consider Closer Alignment of CCCCIO Regions with DWM Regions 
 
 
2015-2016 EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS (14) –  
Virginia Guleff, Mary Turner, Leta Stagnaro, Gregory Anderson, Kelly Fowler, Jerry Buckley, Karen Daar, 
JoAnna Schilling, Bryan Reece, Katrina Vander Woude, Lori Bennett, Kathleen Rose, Irene Malmgren, Craig 
Justice 

 
 
 
 

 


